Venue for ECGcourses.com London courses: The Mint Wing, St Mary’s Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust.

Directions:

Step 1. Get to Paddington station via mainline trains or the underground. Details on public transport can be found here: [http://ecgcourses.com/VenueLondon.htm](http://ecgcourses.com/VenueLondon.htm)

Step 2. Walk 100 yards to South Wharf Road, following the dotted red line on the map to the red star.

Step 3. When you reach the star on the map, you will see the sign for the mint wing:

St Mary’s Hospital Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother building in the background.

Sign for Mint Wing Entrance
Step 4. Enter the side road next to this sign and head for the white sign at the end, as shown in the blown up image below.

The same sign for the Mint Wing Entrance as seen in Step 3

Walk to this white sign.

St. Mary's Hospital: The Mint Wing
Step 5. When you are standing in front of this sign, turn right, walk through these blue doors and take the lift to the second floor. Turn right and enter the education centre for course registration.